AD eDiscovery® Appliance
Effectively Perform End-to-End E-Discovery
Many organizations struggle with the complexities of spec’ing, buying, deploying
and managing piecemeal e-discovery solutions. Overcoming these challenges
can be overwhelming for many organizations, which makes our purpose-built
appliance packages a perfect fit. Empower IT, corporate legal departments
and other stakeholders to work efficiently in cross-functional teams to ensure
regulatory compliance, improve response efficiency and lower overall legal costs.
Our end-to-end e-discovery solution allows organizations to seamlessly conduct
enterprise-wide search, targeted collection, systemized preservation, legal hold,
data processing and assessment, and complete legal review.

Available Options
AD eDiscovery® Appliance is available in several user and capacity options to suit
any organization. AccessData covers all updates and patching to the software
Available configurations are as follows:

Appliance Highlights
• End-to-end e-discovery. Legal hold,
collection, data processing, ECA and final
review—all within a single solution.
• Full or targeted collection, on or off
the network. Collect data using complex
filtering techniques based on content,
data, owner, custodian and data type with
Boolean logic.

TIER 1 SMALL CORPORATION
Hardware, application software, 1 site server license, 5,000 endpoint
collectors, 2 structured data connectors (Microsoft® Exchange &
Microsoft SharePoint®), 5 web-based user accounts and 1TB of annual
processing throughput provided.

• Collect evidence without manual
investigation. Forensically preserve ESI
from all data sources, including email
systems, more than 30 commercial data
repositories, shared drives, laptops,
desktops, servers and cloud sources,
such as Google Drive™ and Office 365™.

TIER 2

• Forensically image entire systems.
Support criminal, civil or internal
investigations, even over tenuous
network links.

MIDSIZE CORPORATION

Hardware, application software, 2 site server licenses, 15,000 endpoint
collectors, 2 structured data connectors (Microsoft Exchange &
Microsoft SharePoint), 10 web-based user accounts and 2TB of annual
processing throughput provided.
TIER 3 L ARGE CORPORATION
Hardware, application software, 3 site server licenses, 25,000 endpoint
collectors, 2 structured data connectors (Microsoft Exchange &
Microsoft SharePoint), 25 web-based user accounts and 5TB of annual
processing throughput provided.

Support and Services
Each appliance offering includes access to our telephone and online support.
Remote implementation and knowledge transfer support can be added at time of
purchase. Support and service hours can be purchased on an hourly basis to be
used for consultation, help with migration of data, SQL setup/maintenance, or
upgrade support.

Ask about Our Training Options
Available training packages include in-person custom training, Live On-Line
(LOT) classes and access to our online on-demand Learning Management System
(LMS) library of AD eDiscovery training and written materials for all courses.

• Full-featured legal hold. Automated
documentation, notification, escalation
and extensive reporting with a graphic
hold and custodian status dashboard
that can synchronize with management
databases.
• Advanced data visualization.
Interactive visualization of case data
quickly identifies relationships and
custodian communication patterns within
email archives. Analyze structured and
unstructured data using geo-location
maps, document type, data stamps and
other metadata attributes.
• Integrated predictive coding.
Eliminates the need to put reviewer eyes
on every document to find the most
relevant set.

Savings from a single case involving
10 custodians and 100 GB of ESI
can reach $80,000.
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Collect evidence without manual investigation.
Forensically preserve electronically stored
information (ESI) from all data sources, including
email systems, more than 30 commercial data
repositories, shared drives, laptops, desktops, servers
and cloud sources such as Google Drive™ and
Office 365™. Set up recurring and scheduled jobs to
perform ongoing incremental collections—anytime,
anywhere—during off peak hours, both behind and
external to the corporate firewall.
Wizard Driven. Use the legal hold wizard to reduce complexity and streamline
management of case custodians.

Expedite analysis. Search, visualize and organize
collected data with no need to recursively move
data to a different repository or third party vendor,
for faster analysis and access by both internal and
external stakeholders, through secure web and role
based access.

Reduce the complexity of collecting data to a
manageable task.

Perform deep content analytics. Leverage advanced interactive visualization of
case data to quickly identify relationships and custodian communication patterns
within email archives. Further analyze structured and unstructured data using
geo-location maps, document type, date stamps and other metadata attributes.
Eliminate spoliation or tampering claims. Preserve the original ESI content
and metadata for litigation—regardless of data volume, target or collection
frequency. Process over 700 data types (including PSTs/NSFs) with full forensic
logging using MD5 hashes to eliminate chances of spoliation claims. Reuse
collected data across numerous cases to better manage “serial custodians” and
growing data volumes.

Learn how AccessData can help
with your next discovery project
or schedule a consultation.
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Perform full or targeted collection, on or off the network. Collect data using
complex filtering techniques based on content, data, owner, custodian and data
type with Boolean logic. Forensically image entire systems when required for
criminal or internal security investigations, even over tenuous network links.
Reduce custodian and legal hold complexity. Streamline the management
of case custodians and all necessary legal hold notifications with out-of-thebox integrations with the leading HR database solutions such as SAP® and
PeopleSoft™ by Oracle®. The integrated legal hold wizard supports dynamic and
static custodian entry, automated escalation, reminders and custodian Q&A.
Reduce overall cost and time to key decisions using Technology-Assisted
Review (TAR). Expedite data culling, coding and categorization of large
document collections, speeding up the review process using AD eDiscovery’s
proprietary statistical TAR engine. The TAR engine includes precision and
confidence scores as well as quality control check, and comes with the product
free of charge.
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